
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING: 

"Aspire has an environment with qualified teachers, limited class size for more personal relationships and lot of encouragement for 
our young dancer. Aspire met all our expectations and then some, including being close to home and reasonably priced.”


“Aspire has a very friendly supportive vibe, and the teachers have been great!”


“We love Aspire for the friendly vibe,  the staff’s concern and care for kids, and the owner’s active involvement with the studio— 
makes a big difference in staff encouragement and studio culture. We also love Aspire for the ENCOURAGEMENT of love for dance 
and respect for discipline— this is so important to us!”


“The vibe at Aspire is supportive, accepting, well-structured, spirited and fun! The teachers are professional, encouraging, age-
appropriate, and kind.”


“Our daughter enjoys dance and after being a part of the June recital, she is even more excited to join the Aspire dance family.  The 
recital showed great dance skills and impressive choreography skills from all the teachers.  I get the sense with the different classes 
offered for those with special needs that the studio fosters belongingness which is a very positive thing to have for kids.”


“Aspire is pretty relaxed and comfortable with a family-like environment.  Everyone seems like they are super close to one another - 
always enjoying themselves and having a good time.  The teachers are all extremely friendly and knowledgeable in their craft and 
each weekly class includes different types of warm up routines and combinations so it’s always something new and fresh.”


“At Aspire you'll be met with honesty, structure, patience, and encouragement while being expected to bring your best. Thanks to 
the diversity of the staff it allows for connection on so many levels, moods, and life experiences. The teachers are individuals who 
are part of a whole well rounded group.”



